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1. INTRODUCTION 
The first Watt group, WrA(A), f t bl 0 s a e unitary transformations, V(A), 
of an even A-symmetric hyperbolic form over a rmg-with-involutron A (A = +l) 
is defined in [2, I]. The mam theorem (3.1) in this paper shows that rf (T E U&4) 
is written 
lx P 
O=y 6 ( ) (1.1) 
with (n x n)-matrices as entries, then the class of cr m W,“(A) IS determined 
by the cokernel of 01, viewed as a map A” -+ A”. In partrcular, the class of c 
is zero if and only if cok ol supports a nonsingular even (-A)-hermitian form. 
By definition WrA(A) is the commutator quotient of U&&4) (n large), modulo 
matrices of the form 
where a E G&(A). This is explamed further and other definitions and results 
from unitary algebraic K-theory are recalled in Section 2, the main source for 
which is the excellent foundational paper of Bass [2]. In Section 3 we state and 
prove the main result (3.1) and in (3 14) extend it to a larger (probably largest 
possible) class of rings. An interesting consequence of (3.1) is (3 12), where the 
constructrons in (3.1) are used to decompose the matrix (T of (1.1) into simpler 
ones from knowledge of 01 and y. In Sectron 4 we make fanly complete computa- 
tlons. Many of these results are to be found m [4] or [16]. However, these 
treatments mvolve a variety of techniques (e g , Clifford algebras and Morita 
theory) whereas (3.1) and a theorem of Bass ((4 Z), proved independently by the 
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author)-both essentially exercises m linear algebra-yield a farrly complete 
and unified approach. Finally, m Section 5 we sketch connections with a so- 
called Rothenberg sequence and with the topological motivation for (3.1). 
Throughout this paper it will be assumed that the reader is familiar with the 
theory of semisrmple rings, as exposed for example in [S]; explicit references 
are often omitted. It should also be noted that we deal here with split or evepr 
forms only (see (2 2)(5)). 
I would like to acknowledge helpful conversatrons with Hyman Bass and 
Gore Shimura. 
2. NOTATION AND REVIEW OF BASIC RESULTS AND DEFINITIONS 
(2.1) In general we will use the results and notatronal conventrons of [2] 
Let (A, A, A) be a unitary ring in the sense of [2, Chap. 1, 4.11, where, for 
simplicity of exposmon, we requrre special values for h and A. Thus, A 1s a ring 
with mvolution, cz -+ Z, h = -&l, and AA = (a - Aa / a c A). If a! is an PZ x rt 
matrix over A we write E for its conjugate transpose. Denote by (1,” the set of 
all LY. such that a! = --AZ and the diagonal entries of a! he m B. All modules M 
over A ~111 be right A-modules. 
If .%r denotes Hom,(M, A), then x can be given a right A-module structure 
usmg the involution on A. A map fi F -+ G between free A-modules with 
chosen bases will be identrfied with its matrix CX; conversely, any matrix 01 will 
be identified with a map of free modules Fmally, the induced map J’: G-+F 
has matrix cii 
(2.2) If M and N are A-modules, a function g: M x N+ A is called a 
sesqdinear pairing if 
(1) g(ma, 4 = %+4 n)b, 
(2) g(w f-2 + n’) = g(m, 4 + g(m, n’) 
(3) g(m + m’, 4 = g(m, 4 + g(m’, 4 
for all m, m’ E n/r; n, n’ E W, a, b E A. 
It is called nowingular if the adjoint maps induced by g [2, I 2.21 
are isomorphrsms. 
If g satrsfies (l)-(3) above and N = M, g: M x M-+ A is said to be h- 
hermitran provrded 
(4) g(m, m’) = Mm’, 4, 
(5) g(m, 4 E .A-” 
481/44/z-6 
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for all m, m’ E M If, m add&Ion, g 1s nonsmgular, M is said to support a X-form. 
Let n/l = m + N The hyperbolic form h: M x M -+ A IS the h-hermitian 
form given by hj.NxN=Orh[flx@and h]XxNls the natural 
sesquilinear pairing Horn@, A) x N -+ A. 
(2.3) Define KU,“(A) (= KUoA(A, A) m [2]) to be the Grothendieck group 
on isomorphlsm class of nonsingular h-hermitian forms on projective A-modules. 
There 1s a map H, : K,,(A) -+ KU,,A(A) sendmg a projective module N to the 
hyperbohc form h defined on N+ N (2.2); and there 1s an obvious forgetful 
map F, : KUOA(A) + K,(A). We define JVoA(A) to be the cokernel of Ha. 
(2.4) The set of isometries of the hyperbolic form h on An + A” g A2% 
form a group U;,(A) whose elements a may be written 
( 1 a ’ E G-L(A), a=y 6 
where 01, /3, y, 6 are n x n matrices satrsfymg the conditions [2, 11.4.1.21 
(i) a8 + h/?y = 1; 
(ii) /3E, $, /!?a, PLY E AnA 
(see (2.1) for the definition of A mA; there 1s a mistake in sign [2,11.4.1.]). The 
matrices 01 and y define a map (y, a): A” -+ An + A” which is clearly injective; 
further, the relations m (ii) above easily imply that h annihilates the image of 
(y, a). Thus, if x, y E Am (since h(a(x), a(y)) = 0 = h(r(x), y(y)) by definition 
of h) 
h(44, Y(Y)) + &(4,4~>) = 0. 
The reader may verify that [x, y] = h(a.(x), r(y)) defines a (--h)-hermitian 
form on An whose matrix is 701 (see (2.4) (11)). 
Conversely, given a homomorphism (y, a). G --+P + F, where F and G are 
A-free on n generators, such that m(r, a) is self-annihilating under the natural 
hyperbolic form on F + F (2 2), we can find a corresponding element o E Vi, 
(2 4a). This is proved in [7; 17, Chap. 61, where in+, a) is called a subkernel 
(of the hyperbolic structure on P + F). It is further shown m [7, 121 that one 
may define an equivalence relation on “subkernels” leading to a one-to-one 
correspondence between the resultant equivalence classes and the group IVIA( 
Thus we may think of the elements of WIA(A) as pairs 3 and G of subkernels of 
F-/-F. 
If o E U&(A) is as above, and u’ = ($ :I) E U;,(A), set 
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Letting I; = (i i) and n + co we obtain UA(A) using the sequence of stabrliza- 
trons o -+ o I Ja , defining functions U;,(A) -+ U&+,,(A) for each n. 
(2.5) Here are some special elements of the unitary group U;,(A): 
(ii) There 1s a homomorphism H: GL,(A) + U&JA) sendmg a E GL,(A) to 
fqa) = (; g!l). 
This stabilizes to a homomorphism H: GL(A) -+ U”(A) whose abehanization 
1s a homomorphism Hr : K,(A) -+ KU,“(A). The cokernel of Hr is called the 
Witt group, W,“(A). 
We define the Wall group L,(A) to be the quotient IW~(A)/(Hl(Kl(A)), wl>, 
where if X is a subset of a group then (X) is the subgroup generated by X. 
(iii) Let p, T E AmA and set X+(p) = (i I;), X-(T) = (t ;) E U;,(A). 
In [2] it is shown that (H(a), X+(p), X-(T)) (for a E G&4), p, r E A,“) is a 
subgroup of U”(A) containmg the commutator subgroup and 
(2.6) Let [A] denote the class of the module A m K,(A) and set &,(A) = 
&64/<FW. Th ere is a natural Z,-action on K,(A) and f&(A) gwen by P -+ ii5, 
for projective P. Thus we can form the (Tate) cohomology groups (which are 
of exponent 2) 
.frb(Z, ; &(A)) = 
(XEK,(A)jx =(-1)“Z) 
(y E K,,(A) 1 y = z -+ (-I)” z> ’ 
Similarly we can form @(.Z, ; l&,(A)). 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
Our mam result is that an element 0 = (c 2) E C&(A) represents zero m 
IV1”(A) (L,(A)) if and only if cok 01 (stably) supports a (-A)-form (2.2), 
g: cokol x cokol+A, 
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where we view 01 as a homomorphism An + A n. To state the result precisely, 
note that the map F,, of (2.3) induces homomorphisms 
and 
KU,“(A) -+ fiO(Z, ; K,(A)) 
KU;(A) + fiO(Z, ; go(A)) 
(3.0) 
whose cokemels we denote @“(A) and @(A). 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let A be a semisimple ring wath involution. Then there are 
natural isomorphzsms 
f.L,(A) = @--h)(A). 
In each case the map is given on representatives by sending u = (; g) E Q,(A) 
to cok 01. 
ONVENTION. 
b '" ;'& U,,(A). 
To shorten notation m this proof we always take 
Th e matrices 01, /3, y, and 6 are identified with homo- 
morpcrsms of free modules. 
PYOOfOf(3.1) w e will deal with the map f only and derive the result for f” 
The proof IS drvrded into four steps 
Step 1. We showftakes values in @(-n)(A) by showing that for o E U&(A), 
cok 01 g cok 01. For purposes of identification we take’the map (y, CX) of (2.4) to 
map G to F + F, where F and G are rsomorphic to A". From the exact sequence 
ker 01-+ G -+ F + cok 01 and the fact that A 1s semlsrmple, it suffices to construct 
a nonsmgular (sesquilmear) parrmg g: ker 01 x cok QI + A. Let 8: ker 01 x F -+ A 
be given by 
for x E ker 01, f EF, and where h IS as m (2.4) Smce h(a(x), y(y)) + h(y(x), a(y)) = 0 
for all X, y E G (2.4), g(x, f) = 0 rf x E ker a, f E Im ol Hence we obtain g: 
ker 01 x cok ol - A. Given x E ker ti, g(x, f) cannot be zero for all f E F since 
y(x) f 0 ((y, a) IS injectrve) and since h would then be singular. Hence for 
dimension reasons (A is semrsrmple) g IS nonsingular. This completes the 
proof that cok 01 s cok 01. 
Step 2. f 1s well defined Given u E U;,(A), we must show that [cok CI] E CD 
is unaffected by multrphcation of a on the left or right by elements of type 
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((2.5)(u), (iii)} H(a), X+(p), X-(T). For H(a) this is obvious. For XL(p) and 
X-(T) we only have to showf(uX-(7)) = f(o) = f(X,(p)o), where 
For this it clearly suffices to prove the following lemma. 
(3.3) LEMMA f(; i) = f(; $) = j(g f). 
Proof. We prove the first equality and leave the second to the reader. We 
have M: G -+ F and y: G -+ P as above. From the composition 7,: G --+ F -+ .i? 
we obtain the exact sequence 
kera--+kerjiol--+ker~-%cokol-+cokj&Itcok~. W) 
From (2.4)(i) we have 018 + X& = 1% so that ker jj C im ol. By constructron of 
(3.4), d = 0. Hence cok@ g cok 01 + cok j?. But since 7~ E ./lfiA ((2.4)(K)), 
im(j&) supports a form, so that from im(@)-+P -+ cok(@) we obtain 
[cok(Ta)] = 0 in cP-~+~) (see Lemma (3 7)). Hence, since @’ is of exponent 2, 
j[cok a] = [cok j?] in @(-“)(A). The isomorphlsms cok p s && and ker y s 
cok y are easily verified, so in @--h)(A), 
fcok a] = [cok j?] = [kcr ~1 = [cok r]. 
But in Step 1 we showed that cok as cok a! and from this it is clear that 
[cok a] = [cok ~1 in @(-@(A). This completes the proof of (3.3). 
To complete Step 2 we showfis a homomorphism. For elements 0, T E Us, 
we have the easily verifiable identity in U;,(A): 
UT J- Iz, = (07 .l (+‘)(u-” -!- fl)(u -L 4 (32%) 
But since CUT _L (UT)-” and u-r i c are products of matrices of the type given 
in (2.5(ii), (iii)) above [2, II.3.7.11, and since (obviously)f(a 1_ T) = f(~) + f(~), 
we have 
(by the first part of Step 2) =f(o) +f(~). A standard stabilization argument, 
using f(g) = f(cr 1 I&, for all m, (used m (3.5b)) shows f 1s a well-defined 
homomorphism as required. 
Step 3. f 1s a monomorphrsm. Suppose 0 E U;,(A) is such that f(o) = 0. 
We may assume n is even by replacing u by cs 11, , if necessary. If n = 2k, 
W, = wk 1 wK and since (zu~)~ = H(XI,), Eq. (3Sa) shows w, = 0 m ‘tPI,“(A) 
(taking 0 = 7 = wlc> Hence ~(w~o) = f(cr) = 0, so [cok r] = 0 in @(-A)(A), 
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Thts means that in K,(A), we have 
bkyl = (W-k -";fi - 1J':p-t PI) +([Qf - PI), 
where N and P are proJectrve, and Q and R support nonsingular (-X)-forms 
(see (2 2). Hence, smce A IS sermsimple there IS an isomorphrsm of A-modules 
cokyfP+P+RgN+W+Q. (3.6a) 
By addmg g (whrch supports a (-X)-form) and the inverses (m I?*) of N and 3 
to both srdes of (3.6a); and then the mverses of Q and Q to both sides, we find that 
coky+SsAp, (3 6b) 
where S supports a (-,&)-form andp is even 
(3 7) LEMMA. Let U and V be A-modules szlch that U + Vg A”. Then 
if U supports a h-form, V $ As supports a h-form. 
Proof rmbed the form on U mto the hyperbohc form on u + r + U + V 
[2, I3 6.(c)] and take the orthogonal ~ompIement. This gives the form on 
V + u + vz V + Ap. Details are left to the reader. 
Now Lemma (3.7) apphed to (3.6b) allows us to conclude that cok y + A” 
supports a form for some even p. From the relation 
cok y + AP z cok(y _L wP) 
and Step 2 (where we noted zuu, = 0 in WI”(A) If p IS even), we may assume 
cok y supports a form. The exact sequence 
ker y ---5 G *F,--+ cok y 
shows that F + ker y supports a form so that, stab&zing G agarn, we may assume 
ker y supports a form Smce (y, a): G+P + F IS a monomorph~sm (2 4) 
ker a! n ker y = (0). H ence 01 (ker y) CF supports a form We ~111 complete 
Step 3 by showmg that this fact about 01 (ker y) allows us to find a map T: F + F 
which IS the adjoint of a (-A)-hermitran form #: F X F-+ A (so that the matrrx 
of 7 IS in AnA (2.1)) and wrth y -f- TCL: G +P an isomorphism. One may now 
easrIy verify that 
x~(-A.&) H(F) w,x-(T), = X+(B-T), 
where B = y + 701, and C = S + $I. 
(3.8) 
Hence it remains to construct r: F +p. Since ker OL n ker y = (O), YC G 
may be chosen so that ker a: + ker y + V = G. Let y (ker a) and a (ker y) have 
complements chosen in P and F, respectively, so that we may thmk of them as 
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summands. With these choices, y (kerol) and 0: (ker y) become summands of F 
and F. Smce h(ol(x), y(y)) + h(y(x), a(y)) = 0 for all X, y E G (2.4), h(y(ker a), 
~(kery)) = 0. Since h /P x F is the natural paumg, we must have y (kera) n 
a (ker y) = (0) in F and 01 (kery) n y(ker CX) = (0) in P. We claim 
(1) W n (Y Per 4 + a (ker >> =(01, 
(11) Y(Y) n (Y (ker +I + 01 (ker 7)) = (0). 
(3.9) 
The proof of (I) wrll give that of (11). So let CC(~) = g + v, where u E y (ker OI), 
2, E 01 (ker Y)~ y E Y. Then if x E ker a, h(y(x), LX(~)) = 0 (recall h(cl(x), y(y)) + 
h(y(x), a(y)) = 0, for all x, y E G); also h(y(x), 0) = 0 because h(y (ker a?), 
N (ker 7)) = 0, as noted above. Hence we have 
h(Y(4, 4 = h(Y(4, 4Y)) - K7(4,v) = 0 - 0 = 0. 
But this could not hold for all x E ker LX, since u E: y (ker CZ), and h j y (ker a) x 
y (her CY.) IS nonsmgular. This proves (3.9) 
From (3.9) we have isomorphisms 
a(Y) + y (ker a) + a (ker Y) s F, 
(3.10) 
y(Y) + y (ker a) + a (ker y) z i? 
Now define r: F -+P to be zero on the summand a(Y) + y (ker LX) and to map 
-- 
ol(ker y) z ol(ker y) C F by the adjoint of a nonsmgular (--h)-hermitran form 
which we have shown above to exist. Since T annihilates LX(Y) and maps LY. (ker y) 
onto a summand 01 (ker y) disjoint from y (ker a) + y(Y) = y (ker ol f Y) = 
y(G), y + TCX must be surjectrve, hence an isomorphism. Thus completes the 
proof of Step 3 
Step 4. f is surjective. Suppose given an A-module M, and an rsomorphism 
Mg M By (2.4), it suffices to construct an injection of free modules (y, oz): 
G-P + F (rm(y, a) is a “subkernel” as in (2.4)), where im(y, LX) is self- 
annihilatmg under the canonical hyperbohc form on F + F, G s An G F, 
and cok 01 z M, for cr: G -+ F. To do thus choose an epimorphism k: F -+ Rfq 
G, and a so that 
G&F”-M-0 
is exact and G and F are free of the same rank. Then ker CL + F g G + M so 
that ker 01 s M. Usmg k we obtam an mjectron 6 L%? -+P and using the rso- 
morphism M gg a we define y: G +i? to map M = ker CL C G isomorphically 
to N C P and map some complement of M in G to zero. The reader may easily 
check that the map (y, CX) so constructed satisfies the required conditions. 
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To finish the proof of (3 1) we will construct the lsomorphism f: To do this 
we ~111 construct a commutative ladder with exact rows: 
2, A IqA) 3-F-f .&(A) 
= e-f 
2 
1 1 
P (3.11) 
-.--!L+ cjv(A) q ; > p(A). 
The map z sends the generator to zu1 (2.5(l)), this 1s Justified because (3.5a) 
shows w1 has order 2. The map j is the cokernel of i by definition of.&(A) (2.5). 
The map p 1s induced by sending the generator to [A] in fi”(Z, ; K,(A)). The 
definition off then shows the left-hand square commutes. The map 4 IS induced 
by K,,(A) ---t Eo(A). Finally, a diagram chase shows there 1s a unique lsomorphism 
f making the right-hand square commute Thts completes the proof of (3 1). 
(3.12) COROLLARY. If g E &QA) vanzshes zn W1A(A), 
(3 = X-(-T) W,xJk&l) H(B)X+(B-q, 
where B and C may be determined by the form supported on ker y. 
Proof. The decomposition claimed comes from (3.8) and the identities m 
[2, 11.41. Smce B = y + ~(1: and C = 6 + +, where Q- is constructed in Step 3 
of (3.1) using the form on ker y, one may (in theory, 1f not in practice) write 
out 0 explicitly. 
Remark. By [13] one may determine the extent of uniqueness in this 
decomposition. 
Before concluding this section we ~111 indicate how some well-known 
“reduction theorems” may be used to extend (3.1). Let A be a ring and J C A 
a two-sided ideal such that A is complete m the J-adic topology and J = J. 
Then according to [15, Lemma 51 the map A -+ A/J induces an isomorphism 
W,A(A) g W,“(A/J) (Our WI”(A) is L,K(A) in the notation of [ls].) 
Consider the composition (also called f) 
W,“(A) 2 WIA(A/J) -+ @‘-“‘(A/J). (3.13) 
If A/J 1s semislmple, then the map is an isomorphism If M is an A-module 
and M” denotes M/J, then since cok (6) g (cok a)^ the composition f of 
(3 13) is given by CT + (cok a)“, where as usual u = (c g). 
(3.14) THEOREM. Suppose A is a J-adically complete ring where J = Rad A. 
Then 
f: ?+‘$(A) g Wh)(A/ J) 
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and 
where if CT = (s g) then f(e) = (cok a)^ = cok a/(cok a) . J. 
(3.15) Remark. (I) Th eorem (3.14) apphes for example to R, , the comple- 
tron of a ring R of algebraic mtegers with respect to a nonarchnnedean prrme p, 
and J=pR,; or to .Z,n, where v is a finite p-group and J 1s the augmentation 
ideal. 
(it) Although one has the above-mentioned reduction theory we point 
out that if A 1s any senulocal Artin ring, Steps 1 and 2 of (3.1) show it is possible 
to construct a homomorphism from IVIA to a group which 1s identical with 
@(-“)(A), except that K,,(A) 1s replaced by G,(A) (see [l]) in .@(Za ; K,(A)). 
The reason for this is that cok 01 need not be projective. If A is not Artin, e.g., 
A = R, as in (I), then a more refined invariant 1s needed. 
4. SOME CALCULATIONS 
Theorem (3.1) yrelds and extends some results of [2,4, 161 proved by different 
methods. 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. Let A be a dzviszon ring with involution. Then 
L,(A) = 0 
and 
TVIA(A) = 2, if the involution is trzvial and X = 1; 
= 0 otherwzse. 
The nonxero representative is (i t) E U,1(A). 
Proof. &)(A) = 0 so &nj(A) = 0; by (3-l), L,(A) = 0. Similarly, since 
K,(A) = 2, W”)(A) is most 2, and is represented by the free A-module of 
rank 1, A. Since f(wl) = [A], the last statement of the proposition follows. 
Hence, we must show there is no nonsingular (--X)-hermitian form CJJ: A x 
A ++ A d and only if h = 1 and the mvolution is trivial. The constructron of y 
amounts to findmg a E A such that a = b - X6, for some b E A. It is easy to 
verrfy this 1s impossible only when the involution is trivial and X = 1. 
If A is a sample algebra wrth involution, then since &,(A) = 2, we have 
-&,(A) = Gz > where A = Mn(D), D a division ring Hence, 
I-?“(% , fowl = 4 n even; 
= 0 n odd 
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whrle &a(.& ; K,(A)) = 2, . By (3 l), W,A(A) = 0 = L,(A) d the unique 
rrreduclble A-module supports a form and L,(A) = 0 If n is odd in any case; 
otherwise (4 3) W,“(A) = 2, = L,(A). By [2, I, Sect. 81, d A = J&(D), D a 
division rmg, then there 1s mduced an involution G: D -+ D such that G agrees 
with the given involution on the center of D. Let “,,” denote u-conjugate 
transpose, (W = (4,), (4,) an (n x n)-matrix in J&(D). By the Skolem- 
Noether theorem there is a unit 111 E A such that z = haAh+, for all a E A. The 
followmg result is contained in [2, I.8 1.111 (and was proved independently 
by the author). 
(4 2) PROPOSITION. Let A be a simple algebra with involution. Then the 
irreducible A-module supports a (--h)-hermztian form unless the znvolution o*D -+ D 
(descrzbed above) is trivzal, so that D zs aJield and either 
(a) h = 1, A = J&(D), and a = ha^h-l, where h = diag(d, , ., dJ and 
ud, = d, , for all i; or 
(b) X = ---I, A = J!&(D), and a = ha*h-l, whue h^ = -h. 
(4.3) COROLLARY. Let A be a sample algebra zuth involution. Then 
W,“(A) = Z, ;f h and A are as in (4.2)(a) or (b); 
= 0 otherwise. 
and 
La(A) = 22 if X and A are as in (4.2)(a) with n even; or as in (4.2)(b); 
zzz 0 otherwise. 
In all cases, the nonzero representative is given by 0, = (‘Go 1”,) E lJZA(A), 
where e E A and eA is an irreducible right A-module. 
Proof. The “otherwrse” statements follow from (4 2) as we noted above. 
For the rest we need to show that if M 1s a simple A-module in cases (4.2)(a) 
or (b), then [M] f 0 in @(-U(A). If not, then the reasoning leading to (3.6a) 
and (3.6b) shows that M + A2” supports a (-x)-form, 
h: (Mf A2’c) x (M+ A2’e)+A 
for some k. Note that lP2 + A2k is rsomorphic to the sum 2% e,A of an odd 
number of copies of eA, an lrreduclble A-module. If, say, h(e, , e,) = 0, then 
h(e,A, e,A) = 0 and we may find a submodule N of M + An, rsomorphic to 
g such that h j (e,A + N) x (e,A + N) 1s the hyperbolic pairing. Taking 
the orthogonal complement we find a form on an odd number of copies of eA. 
Continuing in this way, either we find that h(e, e) # 0, in which case we are 
done, or we reduce the number of copres of eA to one, which also gives us the 
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requned contradictron. Since we may take e2 = e, it follows that G-, E U2”(A). 
By definitron cok (m,-,) = eA, where m, denotes left multipbcatron by a E A. 
This completes the proof 
Now recall the following definition from [2, IV.2.1]. 
(4.4) DEFINITION. AA = (a - ha j a E A) 1s said to be unzple zn A if, for 
each a, b E A, there exrsts Y E A” such that A(” + yb) = Acl + Ab. 
(4 5) PROPOSITION. Let A be a simple r&g wzth involutzon Then Ah zs arr@e 
in A if and only If Uzh(A) is generated by elements of the farm X+(p), X-(r), and 
N(u), cohere p, T E A” and a is a unzt zn A 
Proof, By [2, IV.2.11, If Ah is ample then U$(A) = (X+(p), X-(r), H(a)). 
Conversely, if UzA(A) = {X+(p), X-(T), H(a)), then by (3-l), each (PE U,“(A), 
a b 
u= c d c 1 
with entries A, must be such that cok (m, : A + A) stably supports a form, 
m, denotes left multiplication by a. In particular, if 
where eA is an rrreducrble A-module, then by (3.1), (4.2), and (4.3), A and h can 
be any algebra and symmetry except those of (4 2)(a) or (b). By [2, IV.2 33, 
A” is ample in A. 
?Is a final example, we consider certain semisrmple rings A with more than 
one simple factor. Since these are results with mainly geometric application 
(to be explamed m Sect. 5) we will work wrth L, instead of IVIA. Let TT be a group, 
R a ring, and let the group rmg Rx be endowed with the involution mduced by 
g-tg-‘,geTT. 
(4.6) THEOREM. Let r be a jinite group of odd order Then fix A = +I, 
(a> LdQ4 = 0, 
(b) L,(F2r) = 0. 
Proof. Let K denote either Q or F, , the field of 2-elements. We have Kc N - 
K x II, J&,~(D,), where the factor K on the right-hand side corresponds to 
the trivial one-dimensronal K-representation of F, and where the D, are division 
algebras over K. The involution on KS-, bemg of order 2, permutes some pairs 
of simple factors of Kr, M,(D) x A&‘(D), and fixes the rest. Hence, as a ring 
wrth mvolutron 
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Obviously, modules over the permuted pans in (4.7) support (hyperbolic) 
(--X)-forms. Hence, since [A%-] = 0 in &-n)(Kn), rt suffices to show that each 
irreducible M,3(D,)-module supports a (--h)-form, where Mn,(D,) m (4.7) is 
taken to itself by the involution on LG. To do this, we will show that the involu- 
tion induced on Z(D) (= the center of D) is nontrivial and then apply (4.2). 
In case(b), K = F, , this is Theorem 1.6 of [ll]. In case (a), K = Q, we note 
that since J!&(D) @o R g M% (D @o R), so that 2(Mn(D) aa R) g Z(D & R), 
it suffices to see that the mvolutions on the centers of the fixed components of R?r 
are nontnvlal. Since 1 v 1 is odd, a theorem of Burnsrde [14, p. 1241 states that 
each irreducible nontrrvlal complex character of 71 takes at least one complex 
nonreal value By the analysis of [14, p. 1221 Rr s R x n2 Mnl(C), where the 
involutron on each copy of C is complex conjugatron. This completes the proof. 
In one case, the L-group is zero for all finite T. 
(4 8) THEOREM L-l(Qn) = 0 for n jmte. 
Proof We will construct a symmetrrc hermitian form T* N x N -+Q~rr, 
where N IS a Qr-irreducible module. First let v: N x N + Q be any posmve 
definite symmetric form on the Q-module N. Then 4: N x N -+ Q, given by 
1s easily seen to be nonsmgular symmetric and to satisfy $(mk, nk) = $(m, a) 
for all m, n EN; R E r. Finally, set 
Thenv:N x N -+ Qrr can be shown to satisfy (2.2) (l-5) for h = +l. 
(4.9) COROLLARY. The factor of type (b) in (4.2) cannot OCCUY in Qr, rfznite. 
5. CONNECTIONS WITH A ROTHENBERG SEQUENCE, 
R. LEE’S SEMICHARACTERISTIC, AND SURGERY THEORY 
This section contains some mformal remarks about (3.1). 
(A) In [12] (4 3) there is a “Rothenberg sequence” (conjectured in [17]), 
the relevant part of which for us is 
W;-“‘(A) -% l?‘(Z, ; K,(A)) A W,“(A) =% U&Z) --+ I?‘(& ; K,(A)). (5.1) 
Here F is the forgetful functor (3.0) whose cokernel we have denoted !Ph)(A); 
U,“(A) (denoted U,(A) m [12]) is a group of equivalence classes of projectzve 
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subkernels G of P + F in the manner of (2.4) above; and the map E may be 
shown to be grven m Step 4 of (3 1). So our main theorem (3.1) implies that 
D = 0, or that U,“(A) is detected by its image in r%(Z, ; K,,(A)), given by the 
class of 6, the subkernel of P + F. 
(B) (The references for unexplamed terminology in thus section are 
[3, 171.) Given a degree one normal map of compact oriented (2K + 1)-manifolds, 
f: M -+ N, with rrlN = 71, one may assume (modulo an equrvalence relation 
called normal cobordrsm of the map J) that the map mduced m homology by f 
has nonzero kernels in dimensions k and K + 1, K&(f) and K,,,(j). These 
are Rr-modules in a natural way for any ring R and Lee (essentially) showed that 
when Rn 1s semisrmple, the class of &(f) in @-@‘(R?T) 1s a normal cobordlsm 
invariant off [g]. In [17, Chap. 61 rt is further shown that, m favorable cases, 
Lc&Rv) is exactly the set of normal cobordism classes. It is easy to show that 
m the correspondences 
normal cobordlsm classes 
of normal maps I 
ts &l)z’l(R,), 
cr = (z i) on the left goes to cok 01 on the right. This geometrsc example 1s the 
motivation for (3 l), and (3.1) was first proved for A = Qrr and the LA-groups 
in [9] and, independently, [6]. 
(C> The mam theorem of [ 111 1s now an easy consequence of our drscussion 
in (B) above and Theorem (4.6)(b) Al so our computations in Sectron 4 reduce 
the computatron of the terms IVIA and L,(,?i) to questrons about the simple 
factors of 3, for many rings A appearmg in the localization sequence for quadratic 
forms m [lo]. This will be used in determming the L- and W-groups of the 
localization sequence. 
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